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In this work, we demonstrate the high optical absorption efficiency of a thin-film silicon solar cell.

In thin-film solar cells, the efficiency is strongly dependent on light trapping by structures capable

of exciting different resonance modes. Here, we consider a trapezoidal surface design that not only

reduces reflection with a gradient index of refraction but also excites multiple cavity modes. The

absorption can be enhanced further by combining a plasmonic structure, i.e., a silver grating. For

comparison, we have separately simulated the silver grating structure, trapezoidal surface structure,

and the combined structure. The combined structure retains all absorption effects shown by the

individual components, achieving broadband absorption with a high efficiency. The investigations

provide a unique design for high-performance solar cells of thin-film silicon. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4908006]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thin-film solar cells have aroused great interest in recent

years because of their advantages in material cost and carrier

collection. As we know, amorphous silicon (a-Si) films

exhibit high electric defect density and low charge carrier dif-

fusion length. However, electrical performances can be

improved if a-Si solar cells are confined to a couple of hun-

dreds of nanometers. Unfortunately, thin-film solar cell tech-

nologies are unavoidably limited by the absorption efficiency

because of decreased absorption layer thickness.1,2 To solve

this problem, different nanostructures have been proposed to

enhance the absorption of thin-film solar cells.3 Anti-

reflection nanostructures4–11 are widely utilized to prevent

light reflection. On the other hand, there have been numerous

light-trapping structures (LTSs),12–26 which can trap and cou-

ple light into the solar cell. For example, a reflector on the

back of the solar cell can increase the path of light, and ran-

dom metal particles can scatter the light into various direc-

tions in the solar cell. Plasmonic structures,27–35 such as

metallic core-shell nanoparticles using localized surface plas-

mons (LSP) and triangular metallic gratings using surface

plasmon polaritons (SPP), have been applied widely in LTS

to achieve high efficiency solar cells.

Recently, more and more studies have focused on broad-

band absorption in thin-film solar cells.36–40 Usually, it is

difficult to adopt one narrow-band effect to achieve high-

efficiency light conversion. To solve this problem, various

nanostructures, such as nanoparticles,31 nanopillar arrays,32

metal/dielectric gratings,33 plasmonic fractal,37 and nano-

wires40 have been employed in the structured solar cells. In

those systems, the combination of different resonance modes

including SPP modes, LSP modes, and cavity modes

significantly contributes to the broadband absorption.

However, the efficiency of solar cell absorption can be

improved further.

In this work, we design a thin-film silicon solar cell with

conversion efficiency greatly enhanced through broadband

absorption. In order to achieve this target, we have combined

a gradient-index surface with a plasmonic structure. The

designed solar cell is a periodic structure with a trapezoidal

top surface and a metallic grating at the bottom of the

absorber layer. Based on finite-difference time-domain

(FDTD) method, we show theoretically that the light can be

efficiently trapped in this solar cell as multiple resonance

modes are excited. This particularly noticeable phenomenon

occurs because of the trapezoidal surface, which provides an

environment allowing the coexistence of multiple resonance

modes, leading to broadband absorption and high efficiency.

II. STRUCTURE AND SIMULATION METHOD

Multiple modes are required for a broadband absorption.

Here, we design a structure with a trapezoidal top surface

and silver grating at the bottom of absorbing layer, as shown

FIG. 1. The schematic (a) and (b) cross-sectional thin-film silicon solar cell

with a trapezoidal top surface (vertex angle u) and silver grating at the bot-

tom. The three layers in this solar cell include an ITO layer (thickness d1) on

the top, an amorphous silicon absorbing layer (thickness d2) in the middle,

and a silver (Ag) layer (thickness d3) on the bottom. The silver grating is

embedded in the silicon layer at the silicon–silver layer interface.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

rwpeng@nju.edu.cn
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in Figure 1.There are three layers: indium tin oxide (ITO)

layer on the top, a-Si layer in the middle, and silver layer at

the bottom. In our simulations, the optical constants of a-Si,

silver, and ITO are with reference to the previous work.41,42

The thicknesses from the top to bottom layers are

d1¼ 20 nm, d2¼ 210 nm, and d3¼ 80 nm, respectively. We

use d2 to represent the thickest part of the silicon layer, and

these thicknesses are unchanged in this work. With the trape-

zoidal top surface and silver grating at the bottom, more light

can be trapped, leading to broadband absorption.

First, the trapezoidal surface supplies a gradient profile

of the index of refraction because the effective index of

refraction can be proportional to the volume fraction of the

components. With this gradient profile, reflection of the inci-

dent light can be reduced. Moreover, different from conven-

tional gradient index structure, the trapezoidal surface

supplies a gradient profile not only for refractive index but

also for the thickness of the silicon layer, the latter is the key

factor for exciting multiple Febry-Perot (FP) resonances

modes. FP modes can be excited when they satisfy a particu-

lar condition, which can be derived from the relationship

between the wavelength with the refractive index n and

thickness d, kk� 2nd/k,43 where k is an integer that repre-

sents the order of FP resonance. With a gradient distribution

of the thickness, different FP modes can be excited for large

range of wavelengths, which explains why we can acquire

broadband absorption with a comparably simple structure.

The silver grating at the bottom is designed for SPP excita-

tion. In fact, SPP modes arise via the coupling between light

and electrons in the conductor, and they can be tailored by

adjusting the structures on metal surface. The dispersion

relation of SPP modes is given by44 kSP ¼ k0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
edem

edþem

q
, where

kSP is the wave vector of the surface plasmon, k0 is the in-

plane component of the incident wave vector, and ed and em

are permittivity of the dielectric and metal, respectively.

According to the dispersion relation, momentum conserva-

tions are strictly required for SPP modes. The most common

way to excite an SPP mode utilizes grating structures at the

interfaces to satisfy the conservation of momentum.

We perform the numerical calculations using the FDTD

method with Lumerical FDTD Solution 8.0.1. We consider

transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polar-

izations under AM1.5G solar radiation with normal inci-

dence, using a single unit cell for periodic boundary

conditions in the x-direction and perfectly matched layers

(PMLs) boundary conditions in the y-direction. The mesh is

set to 2.5 nm. In our simulation, the incident light wave-

length is 400–900 nm. We set a 2D Frequency-domain field,

and power detectors surround the solar cell to obtain the

electric field intensity at each point.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Enhanced absorption of separated structures

As mentioned above, multiple resonance modes such as

SPP and FP modes caused by the trapezoidal surface and

silver grating are key factors in broadband absorption. For a

simple investigation, we separately simulated the structure

containing only the silver grating or trapezoidal surface, rep-

resented by S1 and S2, respectively. We also use S3 to repre-

sent the designed solar cell. The absorption45 of the solar cell

at a given wavelength (k) is evaluated by

AðkÞ ¼ x � ImðeÞ
ð
jEj2dV; (1)

where Im(e) is the imaginary part of the permittivity of sili-

con, x and E are the angular frequency and the electric field,

respectively, and the integral is over the silicon layer.

As shown in Figure 2(a), S1 contains a silver grating

with parameters of d1¼ 20 nm, d2¼ 210 nm, d3¼ 80 nm,

g¼ 50 nm, w¼ 100 nm, s¼ 135 nm, and period P¼ 370 nm.

Figure 2(b) shows the absorption spectrum of S1 and a refer-

ence structure containing three bare layers of ITO, silicon,

and silver. The red line shows TM polarization, the blue line

shows TE polarization, and the dashed line shows the refer-

ence structure. It should be mentioned that the thickness of

silicon in S1 varies at different parts due to the silver grating.

In both TE and TM polarization, the absorption is enhanced

compared to the bare structure and the enhanced absorption

appears mainly at long wavelengths around 800–900 nm.

Then, we consider the effect of the trapezoidal surface on the

absorption. As shown in Figure 2(c), S2 contains a trapezoi-

dal surface with three layers: ITO, silicon, and silver. The

parameters are h¼ c1¼ c2¼ 110 nm and P¼ 370 nm.

Figure 2(d) shows the absorption spectrum of S2 and the ref-

erence structure. With the gradient thickness of silicon in S2,

anti-reflection and multiple FP modes are expected to

enhance the absorption dramatically. Broadband absorption

appears in S2 compared to bare structure especially in TM

polarization and the enhancement primarily occurs at short

wavelengths from 400 nm to 700 nm. These two structures

enhance the absorption in long and short wavelengths,

respectively.

FIG. 2. (a) The S1 structure with a silver grating at the bottom of the silicon

layer. (b) Absorption spectrum of S1, and a reference containing three bare

layers of ITO, silicon, and silver. The enhancement occurs mainly in long

wavelengths around 800–900 nm. (c) The S2 structure contains the trapezoi-

dal surface without the silver grating. (d) Absorption spectrum of S2 and ref-

erence with vertically incident light. The enhancement occurs mainly in

short wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm.

065104-2 Shi et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 065104 (2015)
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B. Broadband absorption of the combined structure

We have shown that the silver grating and trapezoidal

surface improve absorption by different resonance modes and

enhance the absorption for different parts of the whole spec-

trum. Thereafter, if we combine these two structures, multiple

resonance modes are expected to excite in broadband,

thus achieving broadband absorption. The combined structure

S3 is shown in Figure 3(a). The simulation was performed

with the following parameters: P¼ 370 nm, g¼ 50 nm,

w¼ 100 nm, s¼ 135 nm, and h¼ c1¼ c2¼ 110 nm. Figure

3(b) shows the absorption spectrum of S3 in TE and TM

polarization. The absorption enhancement at both short and

long wavelengths indicates that by combining S1 and S2, mul-

tiple resonance modes are excited in S3, thus broadband

absorption can be acquired. But unfortunately, compared to

the bare structure, the absorption of S3 at the wavelengths

from 700 to 800 nm decreases dramatically, which reduces

the broadband effect. To find out the origin of absorption

reduction, we have calculated the electric field distributions

at k¼ 715 nm in S2 and S3, respectively, because the absorp-

tion is strongly related to the electric field intensity (to see

Eq. (1)). Figures 3(c)–3(f) clearly show that the presence of

silver grating greatly influences the FP resonance modes in

TE and TM polarization. Figure 3(f) shows that SPP mode

appears at the interface of silver grating and silicon, while the

FP mode that exists in S2 disappears in S3. In order to regain

the absorption loss, we should revise our structure. We notice

that the calculated S1 and S2 above are highly symmetrical

structures, and their combination (S3) is also symmetrical.

The symmetry will play a negative role if we combine S1 and

S2 directly, as shown in Figure 3. To improve our structure,

the symmetry should be broken.

In order to regain the lost absorption caused by the

symmetric structure, we modify the parameters to break the

symmetry to improve the conversion efficiency. In the simu-

lations, we have varied P from 370 to 490 nm, h from 90 to

165 nm, c1 and c2 from 110 to 145 nm, g from 40 to 90 nm,

and s from 165 to 115 nm to get this optimized structure.

Other parameters such as w, d1, d2, and d3 are kept

unchanged. As a result, we find the optimized parameters of

S3 to be P¼ 430 nm, h¼ 160 nm, c1¼ 115 nm, c2¼ 140 nm,

w¼ 100 nm, g¼ 80 nm, and s¼ 125 nm. Figure 4(a) shows

the absorption spectrum of the optimized S3. Clearly, in the

optimized S3, broadband high absorption appears from 400

to 900 nm in both TE and TM. We get not only absorption

enhancement at short wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm and

long wavelengths from 800 to 900 nm but also regain the

high absorption around 700–800 nm. Figure 4(b) shows the

absorption spectrum of the optimized S3 (marked as Op-S3)

and optimized S2 (marked as Op-S2) in TE and TM polariza-

tion. Actually, the optimized S2 can be achieved by remov-

ing the silver grating from optimized S3. The red line shows

optimized S3, and the blue dashed line shows optimized S2.

As we can see, the combined structure with the asymmetrical

trapezoidal surface and silver grating performs much better

than the structure containing only the asymmetrical trapezoi-

dal surface in TE polarization and their performance is simi-

lar in TM polarization. With the broken symmetry of the

modified structure, the additional silver grating greatly

improves absorption in TE polarization due to more reso-

nance modes and does not affect the absorption in TM very

much. To prove the influence of the broken symmetry, we

calculated the electric field distributions at k¼ 715 nm in TE

FIG. 3. (a) Combined structure S3. (b) Absorption spectrum of S3.

Calculated electric field distributions: (c) k¼ 715 nm, TE polarization in S2

(d) k¼ 715 nm, TE polarization in S3. (e) k¼ 715 nm, TM polarization in

S2. (f) k¼ 715 nm, TM polarization in S3. The presence of the silver grating

obviously affects some of the FP resonance modes.

FIG. 4. (a) Absorption spectrum of the optimized S3 structure. The blue line

shows TE polarization, and the red line shows TM polarization. (b)

Absorption spectrum of the optimized S3 and S2. Calculated electric field

distributions: (c) k¼ 715 nm in TE polarization of optimized S2. (d)

k¼ 715 nm in TE polarization of optimized S3. (e) k¼ 790 nm in TM polar-

ization of optimized S2. (f) k¼ 790 nm in TM polarization of optimized S3.

Compared with (c), (d) and (e), (f), the silver grating’s influence on the FP

resonance modes is very slight in the optimized S3.

065104-3 Shi et al. J. Appl. Phys. 117, 065104 (2015)
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polarization and k¼ 790 nm in TM polarization for both S2

and S3, as shown in Figure 4. In TE polarization (Figures

4(c) and 4(d)), compared to symmetric structure shown in

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), FP resonance modes are preserved due to

the broken symmetry and the absorption keeps equally

strong as shown in Fig. 4(b). In TM polarization, for opti-

mized S2 in Figure 4(e), the electric field is strongly

enhanced because of resonance mode. For optimized S3 in

Figure 4(f), although the FP mode is weaker than that in Fig.

4(e), we can still find it exist along with strong SPP mode,

which is different from Fig. 3(f). As a result, by introducing

the asymmetry, we have greatly improved the absorption.

C. Enhanced absorption by dielectric anti-reflecting
coating (ARC)

Dielectric ARC is widely used in solar cells to reduce

reflection. Here, we selected SiO2 as the ARC material. As

shown in Figure 5(a), we placed a SiO2 film on top of the so-

lar cell, which is 50 nm at its thinnest part. For general ARC

film, anti-reflection occurs at a given wavelength dependent

on the ARC thickness. Because we have a trapezoidal SiO2

ARC film on the top, we have a gradient profile of thickness.

By adding this ARC film, transmission of light can be

enhanced in broadband range. Figure 5(b) shows the absorp-

tion spectrum of the optimized S3 with ARC. The red line

shows TM polarization, and the blue line shows TE polariza-

tion. Clearly, the absorption is enhanced over the whole

band especially at short wavelengths. The effect of ARC is

quite inspiring in TE polarization with highly enhanced

absorption at short wavelengths. A broadband enhanced

absorption is acquired by utilizing the ARC film.

We have also considered another two structures: one is

to replace the silver with a perfect electronic conductor

(PEC); and the other is to insert a 10 nm-thick ZnO layer

between silicon and silver in optimized S3 to explore the

influence of SPP modes, as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).

According to Figure 6(b), the absorption of silver decreases

at the wavelengths 800–900 nm and in this range the absorp-

tion of silicon in PEC structure is weaker than that in opti-

mized S3 in TM polarization as shown in Fig. 6(a). This

means that the absorption contribution from SPP modes

mainly lies at long wavelengths from 800 to 900 nm. By uti-

lizing the ZnO layer, the plasmonic losses are reduced as

shown in Fig. 6(b). On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 6(a)

the difference between PEC structure and optimized S3 is

small at short wavelengths, which indicates the absorption in

this range is mainly from FP resonance modes deriving from

front and backside nanostructure.

It is known that external quantum efficiency (QE) is

defined as the ratio of the number of electrons in the external

circuit produced by an incident photon of a given wave-

length.46 In this study, we consider an ideal process and

assume that the recombination loss is zero and the carrier’s

lifetime is infinite when the solar cell is under 1 sun standard

AM1.5G illumination, then the ideal QE can be given by37

QE ¼

ðk2

k1

k
hc

A kð Þ � IAM1:5G kð Þdk

ðk2

k1

k
hc

IAM1:5G kð Þdk

; (2)

FIG. 5. (a)The optimized S3 structure with SiO2 ARC. The thinnest part of

ARC is 50 nm. (b) Absorption spectrum of optimized S3 with SiO2 ARC.

The red line shows TM polarization, and the blue line shows TE polariza-

tion. The absorption is enhanced over the whole range especially at short

wavelengths.

FIG. 6. (a) Absorption spectrum of

optimized S3 with PEC. (b) Absorption

spectrum of Ag in optimized S3 with

ZnO layer. The inset shows the struc-

ture with ZnO layer. (c) Calculated

quantum efficiencies of different struc-

tures with 210 nm-thick a-Si including

the bare structure, S1, S2, optimized S3

with ZnO, optimized S3 with PEC,

optimized S3, and optimized S3 with

ARC. The respective QEs are 52.28%,

56.26%, 65.34%, 72.43%, 72.82%,

73.71%, and 81.62%. The absorption

enhancement is 56.12% for the best

condition.
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where k is the incident wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, c
is the speed of light in free space, A(k) is the average absorp-

tion of TE and TM polarizations, and IAM1.5G (k) is the air

mass 1.5 solar spectrum. The simulated wavelength range is

from 400 nm to 900 nm.

We have calculated QEs of different structures with

210 nm-thick a-Si including the bare structure, S1, S2, opti-

mized S3 with ZnO, optimized S3 with PEC, optimized S3,

and optimized S3 with ARC, as shown in Figure 6(c). The

absorption enhancement is defined as: (QE-QEb)/QEb, in

which QEb refers to QE of the bare structure. Under the best

condition (optimized S3 with ARC), the absorption enhance-

ment is 56.12%. The QEs of optimized S3 with ZnO, opti-

mized S3 with PEC, and optimized S3 are very close, which

show that the plasmonic losses are very limited in the pro-

posed structure. On the other hand, the QEs remarkably

increase when the silver grating and trapezoidal surface are

introduced, demonstrating that light is more effectively

trapped in our solar cell and converted to electric energy. As

we have shown, broadband absorption due to multiple reso-

nance modes is the key factor. The trapezoidal surface sup-

plies a gradient profile of thickness, thus multiple modes are

excited in broadband and the silver grating enhances this

effect. The ARC film also plays an important role in improv-

ing the absorption. Therefore, with a trapezoidal surface, sil-

ver grating, and SiO2 ARC, our solar cell acquires high QE
due to broadband absorption.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a thin-film silicon solar cell with a

trapezoidal top surface and a silver grating at the bottom of

the silicon layer. Broadband absorption is acquired via the

excitation of multiple resonance modes. The trapezoidal sur-

face supplies a gradient profile of the refractive index as well

as the thickness of silicon. Thus, the trapezoidal surface not

only reduces reflection but also provides an environment

allowing the coexistence of multiple resonance modes. The

silver grating is designed to enhance absorption in long

wavelengths, and we demonstrate that the silver grating

improves the absorption when combined with the trapezoidal

surface. By introducing the asymmetry, the absorption can

be greatly enhanced. In this way, we achieve strong enhance-

ment and high quantum efficiency due to broadband

absorption.
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